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Abstract. Relational Database to RDF (RDB2RDF) systems executes SPARQL
queries on the relational data. Past studies have shown that RDB2RDF systems
do not perform well, in other words, the execution time of a SPARQL query on
a RDB2RDF system compared to its semantically equivalent SQL query is
much slower. Therefore, we ask ourselves, what optimizations are needed in
order to support effective SPARQL execution on relationally stored data? We
experimented on Microsoft SQL Server, using the Barton and Berlin SPARQL
Benchmark, and Ultrawrap, an automatic RDB2RDF wrapping system that has
been architectured to leverage the SQL optimizer. Our initial results identify
two important optimizations for effective SPARQL execution using Ultrawrap:
detection of unsatisfiable conditions and self-join elimination.
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1 Introduction
Nearly 70% of the world’s web sites are backed by SQL databases [13]. The
proportion suggests that the success of the Semantic Web rests on methods for
integrating those databases. Integrating relational databases with the Semantic Web
can be accomplished by two types of Relational Database to RDF (RDB2RDF)
wrapper systems: extract relational data, translate it to RDF and load the results into a
triple-store [14] or provide SPARQL execution over the relational data without
replicating the data [1-3, 7]. Standardization of the translation process is the subject of
a W3C working group [6, 11]. In our research, we focus on the latter.
Two studies that evaluate SPARQL execution of RDB2RDF systems with native
SQL execution on the relational database conclude: existing RDB2RDF systems do
not compete with the traditional relational database [8,12]. The conclusion is
surprising in the face of Angles and Gutierrez’s result that SPARQL is equivalent in
expressive power to relational algebra [5] and because one would expect that these
RDB2RDF systems would translate a SPARQL query to SQL and that this query
would be well optimized by the database. Hence, we ask ourselves: what
optimizations are needed in order to support effective SPARQL execution on
relationally stored data?
Our approach was to use Ultrawrap, a RDB2RDF system that makes maximal use
of existing SQL infrastructure on top of Microsoft SQL Server using the Barton and

Berlin SPARQL Benchmark, and determine if and how it might produce physical
plans that performed comparably to semantically equivalent native SQL queries. The
results of our evaluation lead us to identify two important optimizations in order to
effectively execute SPARQL queries using Ultrawrap: detection of unsatisfiable
conditions and self-join elimination. We observe that Microsoft SQL Server only has
the first optimization; nevertheless, most benchmark queries on Ultrawrap approach
the performance of the semantically equivalent native SQL queries.

2 Ultrawrap
Ultrawrap is an RDB2RDF system that does not implement any optimizations of its
own and passes all the “hard work” to the SQL optimizer. It consists of compile time
which 1) translates the relational schema to OWL and 2) the relational data to RDF
through SQL Views. The run time first 3) translates SPARQL to SQL on the views
and 4) the SQL optimizer is responsible for all the physical mappings and their
implementation.

3 Two Important Relational Optimizations
Upon succeeding in wrapping a database and reviewing query plans, we observed that
two relational database optimizations are important for effective execution of
SPARQL queries under our organization: (1) detection of unsatisfiable conditions and
(2) self-join elimination. In Fig. 1 we show an initial query plan on Ultrawrap and Fig
2 and Fig 3 show how the query plan evolves through these optimizations.

Fig. 2. Logical query plan after detection of
unsatisfiable conditions optimizations

Fig. 1. Initial logical query plan

Fig. 3. Logical query plan after self-join
elimination optimization

Perhaps, not by coincidence, these two optimizations are among semantic query
optimization (SQO) methods introduced in the 1980’s [8]. In SQO, the objective is to
use integrity constraints to rewrite a query into a semantically equivalent one and

eliminate contradictions. These techniques were initially designed for deductive
databases and then integrated in commercial relational databases [9].
Detection of Unsatisfiable Conditions. The idea is to determine that the query result
will be empty if the existence of another answer would violate some integrity
constraint in the database. This would imply that the answer to the query is empty and
therefore the database does not need to be accessed [8].
Self-Join Elimination. The idea is to determine integrity constraints that are used to
eliminate a literal clause in the query. This implies that a join could also be eliminated
if the table that is being dropped does not contribute any attributes in the results [8].

3 Experimental Results
We used the query set of Barton [4] on a dump of DBLP and Berlin SPARQL
Benchmark [8] and compared the query execution time of SPARQL queries on
Ultrawrap with the semantically equivalent native SQL query. All experiments were
conducted using Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Developer Edition running on
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 on top of VMWare having access to Intel Xeon
X7460 2.66 GHz with four cores and 8 GB of RAM. For all benchmarks we ran the
experiments under cold (Fig 1-2) and warm cache. To calculate query time, we used
the SET STATISTICS ON option and used the elapsed time that this option returns.
We ran each query twenty times. For cold cache, between each query, we would
restart the database and provide the average times.
We thoroughly experimented with Microsoft SQL Server and identified that it only
has the first optimization. Nevertheless, we show that most SPARQL queries on
Ultrawrap execute at speeds that approach the execution speed of semantically
equivalent native SQL queries. Queries with unbounded predicates are slower. Our
initial experiments showed that IBM DB2 has both optimizations while MySQL does
not have either of the optimizations. Future work consists of completely porting
Ultrawrap to other commercial relational databases and evaluating the results.

Fig. 1. Query time in miliseconds for Ultrawrap and Native relational database on BSBM (100 million
triples)

Fig. 2. Query time in miliseconds for Ultrawrap and Native relational database of Barton queries on DBLP
dataset (45 million triples)
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